Lunchtime activity club ideas!

Playground dynamics can be a challenge for some children – lunchtime activities provide a more structured place for children to socialise and make friends. Here are some ideas to try:

**Construction Club**

*Working cooperatively to build something can be great practice for social skills...and fun too!*  
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**Game Club**

*Board games have set rules which make them easier and learning to accept losing is a great skill 😊*  
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**Book Club**

*Get together and discover new books.....or if you need a break from socialising then just read your favourites!*  
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**Craft Club**

*Loom bands, sewing, jewellery, cards all provide a chance to work on your own project in company!*  
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**Art Club**

*Copying, painting from memory, or just colouring – get creative!*  
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